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Response of Olekambainei (African Connection) to Chairman's Question on

what to submit to New York through the UN-ICT Task force Africa Region

network Group.

This is an initial and immediate input from African Connection (AC) in response.

We hope to try our best to contribute to the work of the Network and the Taskforce as

the process unfolds over the next one to three years.

I. What should the Network and Taskforce focus on Africa for the exercise to

move from "a process" to effective and sustainable action in moving Africa

from where we are through e-(ICT-) Readiness and e-(ICT)Awareness to e-

(ICT-) participation at village, national, sub-regional. Regional/continental and

global level:

1. Use the UN special status, credibility, integrity, influence and platform to

create will, involvement and commitment of political and corporate leadership

in government, private sector and civil society within Africa at all levels of

institutions, countries, sub-regions and region/continent.

2. Facilitate and promote the creation and use of "open and transparent

architectures/systems to catalyse:

Policy, regulation and strategies development

Positive institutional arrangements and relationships

Exchange of knowledge and information at national, sub-regional and

regional levels.

3. African connectivity, bridging the digital devide and utilizing digital

opportunities to be understood and implemented so as to be connectivity

within, between and beyond African countries in:

Policy and Regulatory harmonization

Physical infrastructure

Content relevance including language

Pricing at all levels

Technology (facilitative to telecommunications, radio & TV

broadcasting, IT and multimedia)

4. Create websites that have transparent knowledge and information exchange

and linkages to other websites.

5. Move all our populations, communities, institutions and countries from e-

readiness and e-awareness to e-participation such that ICT becomes everyday

tool as well as a business (trade in services e-business and e-commerce).
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frameworks should focus on facilitating and leading the diffusion and

popularization of ICT with progressive empowerment of those who are or feel

disempowered, while gradually removing the need for protection. This will

encompass issues of positive competition, enterpreneurship and both local and

foreign investment gradually overtaking "donors" in the traditional sense. It

will also facilitate mutually beneficial and responsible partnership.

7. Future:

a. Identify present initiatives in policies, strategies, programs and projects

and use them for incubation, scaling/or scoping.

Examples:

(i) In E-education and skills development-use the schoolnet,

education-link and others to use best practices and learn

from failures (ITU, UNESCO, UNDP, UNICEF etc are

global partners)

(ii) In E-medicine/health - use the

Senegal/Uganda/Tunisia/South Africa initiative to develop

national and sub-regional scaling and scoping thus building

into a regional program. These countries can act as nuclei in

their respective sub-regions. (WHO, UNDP, ITU and etc

are global partners)

(iii) E-governance - use existing and new e-government

programs/projects to popularize ICT as a tool while

improving government delivery of services, administration

and citizens connectivity and involvement in their

governance. Government will act as model ICT user.

(iv) Use E-Agriculture (including fishing, animal husbandry,

handiwork etc) to develop e-business and e-commerce at all

levels. (UNIDO, IAO,WEF, ITU and etc are global

partners.)

(v) Using (i) to (iv) above at national levels to evaluate and

develop local enterpreneurship and investment with

partnership of global partners and both foreign and local

public, private and civil society sectors players.

b. African Connection Initiative (presently through African Connection

Centre for Strategic Planning - ACCSP) will:

(i) Continue to give inputs and comments to the UN-ICT

Taskforce and the African Region Network

(ii) Act as a "bridge and transitory facilitator" into the e-Africa

Commission of the New Partnership for African
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(iii) Use its website, consensus and 'platform' contacts, and

other means at its disposal to popularize the work of the

UN-ICT taskforce and its African Region Network through

close contact with the UNECA as Coordinator for the

region.

(iv) Continue with the exercise of being a platform to catalyse

coherence, synchronisation and synergy in ICT initiatives in

Africa.

E.N. Olekambainei

African Connection


